Help out our PD partners with a design handoff that includes accessibility notations. Use this process or find another that works for your team.

1. **Make sure the design is solid**
   - Confirm accessibility of interaction, visual, and content design work.
   - If you need help, review the accessibility cheat sheet in IDS.

2. **Get organized**
   Interaction guidance (use Sketch, Zeplin, Invision, or your favorite tool):
   - General focus order
   - Keyboarding for complex interactions
   - Where the focus should go after final screen interaction

   Visual guidance (Zeplin):
   - Focus visual indication
   - HTML markup (styles) for headings, subheadings, and other containers

   Content guidance (include as on-screen notes in interaction/visual tools):
   - Screen-reader-only text
   - Text alternatives for charts and graphs
   - Alt text for images not intended as decoration or background
   - Script for video captions
   - Page and window titles that are unique and informative
   - Hidden text for icons that serve as buttons (ARIA labels)
Hand it off

- Include accessibility info when you do a walk-through with your team.
- Add links to your documentation in any JIRA tickets.
- Bring your PM along, and partner on accessibility issues.

Join in the QA fun

The entire XD project team participates in visual QA. Look for:

- Keyboarding traps, missed elements, tabbing out of order.
- Color contrast doesn’t meet standards.
- Headings and subheading not using HTML markup.
- sr-only text is present where applicable.
- Videos without synched captions.
- Missing or unclear window or page titles.
- Form errors occur before validation (errors pop before saving).

Get more tips, tools, resources and help at the QuickBooks Design System site.

designsystem.quickbooks.com/accessibility